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Restricted by cultivated land vegetation, road construction, and land acquisition
compensation costs, the grounding electrode extension method is not applicable for
grounding resistance reduction of some wind turbines in limited areas. A new grounding
resistance reduction method is proposed and verified for wind turbines by connecting
nearby wind turbine grounding grids. To study the efficiency of the proposed method, the
grounding characteristics of connected grounding grids are calculated. Simulation results
indicate that the grounding resistance of connected grounding grids is smaller than that of
box extension grounding grids. The grounding characteristics of the grounding grid
connection are affected by grounding current frequency and material parameters. The
grounding grid connection increases the current dispersion area and reduces the ground
potential rise of the grounding conductor.
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INTRODUCTION

Lightning discharge is an important factor affecting the stability of power systems. The lightning
back flashover is the main reason for lightning accidents in wind turbines (Zhang et al., 2015; Kuklin,
2016; Shen et al., 2020). Reducing the grounding resistance is an effective measure to improve the
lightning withstanding level of wind turbines and power systems (Wu et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2017;
Taha et al., 2020). However, the grounding construction of a wind turbine is restricted by cultivated
land vegetation, road construction, and land acquisition compensation costs in practical grounding
engineering, which affect the current dissipation and resistance reduction of the grounding grid.

In recent years, a lot of research studies were conducted on the grounding resistance reduction of
grounding grids. Li et al. (2013) conducted a comparison simulation test on the horizontal star grounding
grid with and without spicules. The results show that the local structure change of the grounding grid can
expand the spark discharge area and reduce the impulse grounding impedance. Yuan et al., 2012; Zhu et al.,
2015 conducted a systematic study to analyze the effect of the spicule’s length, the spicule’s location, and the
distance between adjacent spicules on the grounding characteristics of the grounding grid. Caetano et al.
(2018) proposed the arrangement method of connecting the tower foundation to a set of additional
grounding grids by using overhead lines to increase the dispersion length and reduce the grounding
impedance. Alipio et al., 2021 show that when the wind turbine grounding systems are connected by a bare
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conductor, the ground potential rise (GPR) peak reduction is due to
the connecting electrode, and when the connection is made through
an insulated electrode, the GPR reduction is related to the current that
is partly diverted to the adjacent grounding grid, especially for high-
resistivity soils. Gao et al., 2018 conducted a series of calculations based
on a typical tower grounding grid model to study the influence of
length and number of vertical grounding electrodes on grounding
resistance reduction. In recent years, non-metallic grounding material
has been applied to the tower grounding grid (Hu et al., 2016; Shen
and Pongsathorn, 2021; Sun et al., 2021) Compared with galvanized
steel, the flexible graphite composite grounding material can
effectively reduce the grounding resistance under a high-frequency
current.

Currently, there are few studies on the current dispersion and
resistance reduction of the wind turbine grounding grid under a
limited construction area. A new grounding resistance reduction
method is proposed in this article for wind turbines by connecting
nearby wind turbine grounding grids together. Two grounding
resistance reduction methods are compared in detail, including
grounding grids with the traditional extension electrode method
and the proposed grounding grid connection method. Factors
such as extension length, soil resistivity, current frequency, and
grounding material are analyzed to study the grounding
resistance reduction efficiency. Besides, the GPR of the
grounding conductor of the grounding grid connection is
calculated to verify the safety of the proposed method.

DIFFERENT MODELS OF THE WIND
TURBINE GROUNDING GRID

In order to reduce the grounding resistance of nearby wind
turbines under the limited construction area, box extension

grounding grid models are commonly applied in practical
cases. In this article, the nearby grounding grid connection
method is proposed for grounding resistance reduction, as
shown in Figure 1A. To illustrate the effectiveness of the
grounding grid connection method, three models of the wind
turbine grounding grid are established as shown in Figures
1B–D, including the box grounding grid, the box extension
grounding grid, and the grounding grid connection.

In the grounding grid, the edge length L0 of the box grounding
electrode is 10 m. For the traditional box extension grounding
grid model, extended grounding electrodes with a length of L1 are
located at the four corners of the grounding grid. For the
proposed grounding grid connection model, the grounding
grids of two wind turbines are connected by grounding the
electrode with a length of L2. It should be noted that the
connecting electrode in Figure 1B and the extended
grounding electrode in Figure 1D belong to the extended
grounding electrode of the grounding grid. When setting the
simulation parameters, the total length L of extended grounding
electrodes of different grounding grids should be kept equal, that
is, L = L2 = 8*L1. The grounding electrodes are buried in soil with
a depth of 0.8 m. To simulate the practical lightning impulse
grounding characteristics of the abovementioned three
grounding grids, a current of 40 kA is applied to the
grounding grid for the amplitude of most lightning currents in
nature is between 16 and 40 kA.

Metallic materials are commonly applied in the grounding
grid. Owing to their high magnetoconductivity, the skin effect
and inductance effect will be intense, resulting in a high impulse
grounding impedance. Compared with metal grounding
materials, flexible graphite composite materials have stable
physical and chemical properties, low magnetoconductivity,
and good electrical conductivity (Hu et al., 2014). The impulse

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the nearby wind turbine grounding grid. (A) Nearby wind turbine grounding grid connection. (B) Grounding grid connection. (C)
Box grounding grid. (D) Box extension grounding grid.
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grounding impedance can be smaller. To compare their
grounding characteristics, galvanized steel and flexible graphite
composite grounding materials are selected. The diameter of
galvanized steel and the flexible graphite electrode is 16 and
28 mm, respectively. The relative resistivity of galvanized steel
and the flexible graphite electrode is 109.7 and 1857.1,
respectively, while the relative permeability is 636 and 1,
respectively. As a 10 kHz current flows through the
abovementioned two grounding electrodes, their skin depths
are 0.277 and 28.692 mm, respectively.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS ON THE
GROUNDING RESISTANCE REDUCTION
METHOD OF THE WIND TURBINE
The grounding characteristics of the wind turbine grounding grid
are related to many factors, such as the grounding material,
extended grounding electrode length, soil resistivity, and
grounding current frequency. In order to characterize the
influence of a certain factor on wind turbine grounding
resistance, the resistance reduction efficiency η is introduced.
Resistance reduction efficiency η is defined as Eq.1

η � R0 − Ri

R0
× 100%, (1)

where R0 is the primary grounding resistance with no resistance
reduction method, Ω, and Ri is the grounding resistance with the
resistance reduction method, Ω.

The grounding grids of different structures are composed of
galvanized steel or flexible graphite. According to the number of
grounding grids in Figure 1 and the grounding material, the
grounding resistance R and the resistance reduction coefficient η
are expressed in different forms. Among them, the grounding
resistances of the grounding grid connection with galvanized steel
and flexible graphite are respectively represented by Rbs and Rbg,
and the corresponding resistance reduction efficiencies are

represented by ηbs and ηbg; the grounding resistances of the
box grounding grid with galvanized steel and flexible graphite
are respectively represented by Rcs and Rcg, and the
corresponding resistance reduction efficiencies are represented
by ηcs and ηcg; the grounding resistances of the box extension
grounding grid with galvanized steel and flexible graphite are
respectively represented by Rds and Rdg, and the corresponding
resistance reduction efficiencies are represented by ηds and ηdg.

Effect of Extended Grounding Electrode
Length
To study the effect of extended grounding electrode length on
grounding resistance reduction of the wind turbine grounding
grid, the extended grounding electrode length L is taken as
0–100 m. The soil resistivity is 500Ωm, and the grounding
current frequency is 50 Hz. Both the traditional box extension
grounding grid model and the proposed grounding grid
connection model are applied with galvanized steel and the
flexible graphite material. The grounding resistance and
resistance reduction efficiency calculation results are shown in
Figure 2.

The grounding resistances of galvanized steel and the flexible
graphite box grounding grid are 24.75 and 23.72Ω, respectively.
As shown in Figure 3, the wind turbine grounding resistance
decreases gradually with the increase of extended length.With the
same extended length, the grounding resistance of the grounding
grid connection method is smaller.

When the box extension grounding grid scheme is adopted or
the grounding electrode length L2 of the grounding grid
connection is less than 40m, the grounding resistance of the
flexible graphite grounding grid is smaller. However, when the
grounding electrode length L2 of the grounding grid connection is
more than 40 m, the grounding resistance of the galvanized steel
grounding grid is lower. This is because when the size of the
grounding grid is relatively small, the volume of the grounding
conductor occupies a large proportion of the entire grounding
system. A larger-diameter flexible graphite grounding electrode is

FIGURE 2 | Grounding resistance and resistance reduction efficiency
under different extended grounding electrode lengths.

FIGURE 3 | Grounding resistance and resistance reduction efficiency
under different soil resistivities.
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conducive to current dispersion to the soil. In a large grounding
grid, the volume of the grounding conductor accounts for a small
proportion of the entire grounding system, and the low-resistivity
galvanized steel is more conducive to current dispersion to
the soil.

It can also be seen from Figure 2 that the grounding resistance
reduction efficiency of the grounding grid connection method is
higher than that of the box extension grounding grid method.
Besides, the grounding resistance reduction efficiency increases
with the extended grounding electrode length but shows a
saturated tendency. When the connecting grounding electrode
length is 100 m, the resistance reduction efficiency of the
galvanized steel grounding grid and flexible graphite
grounding grid is 70.55 and 66.06%, respectively. However, as
the connecting grounding electrode length is increased from 80 to
100 m, the resistance reduction efficiency of the galvanized steel
grounding grid and flexible graphite grounding grid is increased
by less than 5%. This is mainly because the current dispersion
length of the connecting grounding electrode has a certain limit.
As the effective current dispersion length is reached, a longer
connecting electrode length cannot significantly improve the
resistance reduction efficiency.

Effect of Soil Resistivity
There are great differences in soil resistivity under different
geological terrain areas. The corresponding requirements for
wind turbine grounding resistance are also different (Alipio
et al., 2019; Salarieh et al., 2020). In order to study the effect
of soil resistivity on the grounding resistance reduction of the
wind turbine, the soil resistivity is set to 100–2000Ωm.
Moreover, the extended grounding electrode length L is 80m,
and the current frequency is 50 Hz. The grounding resistance and
resistance reduction efficiency of grounding grids under different
soil resistivities are shown in Figure 3.

As the soil resistivity is 100Ωm, there is little difference
between the grounding resistance of the traditional box
extension grounding grid and the proposed grounding grid
connection for good current dispersion characteristics in the
soil. With the increase of soil resistivity, the current dispersion
in soil becomes difficult. Under the same high-soil resistivity
conditions, the grounding resistance of the grounding grid
connection is about 50% of that of the box extension
grounding grid.

The resistance reduction efficiency of the box extension
grounding grid is constant at about 40%, while the resistance
reduction efficiency of the grounding grid connection increases
from 51 to 68% with a soil resistivity of 100–2000Ωm. Under the
same soil conditions, the resistance reduction efficiency of the
grounding grid connection is obviously higher than that of the
box extension grounding grid.

In the connected grounding grids, the resistance reduction
efficiency of the galvanized steel grounding grid is higher than
that of the flexible graphite grounding grid, but the difference
gradually decreases with the increasing soil resistivity. Under a
soil resistivity of 100–1500Ωm, the grounding grid made of low-
resistivity galvanized steel has a larger current dispersion ability
to the far end. However, high soil resistivity can intensify the end

effect of the grounding electrode, which makes more current tend
to disperse from the far end into the soil. Thus, the effect of the
grounding material on grounding resistance reduction decreases
in areas with high soil resistivity.

Effect of Grounding Current Frequency
In nature, more than 90% of lightning current energy is
concentrated within 20 kHz. In order to study the effect of
grounding current frequency on wind turbine grounding
characteristics (Chen and Du, 2019; Sekioka, 2019), a DC
current, a power frequency current, an AC current of 10 kHz,
and a standard lightning current of 2.6/50 μs were applied. The
current amplitude is 40 kA, the soil resistivity is 500Ωm, and the
extended grounding electrode length L is 80 m. The grounding
resistance of two grounding grids under different grounding
current frequencies is calculated, as shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, under different grounding current
frequencies, the grounding resistance of the box grounding grid
composed of galvanized steel and flexible graphite is constant at
24.8 and 23.7Ω, respectively, and the grounding resistance of the
box extension grounding grid composed of galvanized steel and
flexible graphite is constant at 15 and 14.4Ω, respectively. This is
because the size of the grounding grid is relatively small so that
the current at different frequencies can be fully dispersed in the
grounding grid.

With an increase in grounding current frequency, the
grounding resistance of connected ground grids increases.
The flexible graphite grounding grid has lower grounding
resistance than the steel one. It is caused by the weaker
inductance effect, the skin effect, and better dispersion
properties of the flexible graphite grounding electrode with
lower magnetoconductivity.

It can also be seen from Figure 4 that the resistance
reduction efficiency of the box extension grounding grid is
constant at 40% under different grounding current
frequencies. The resistance reduction efficiency of connected
grounding grids varies with the grounding material and

FIGURE 4 | Grounding resistance and resistance reduction efficiency
under different grounding current frequencies.
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grounding current frequency. As the grounding current
frequency increases, the resistance reduction efficiency of
connected grounding grids decreases. Under DC or power
frequency current, the resistance reduction efficiency of the
grounding grid is greater than 62%, which is higher than that
of the box extension grounding grid; under the AC current of
10 kHz, the resistance reduction efficiency of the flexible
graphite grounding grid is higher than that of the
galvanized steel grounding grid; under the standard
lightning current of 2.6/50 μs, the large high-frequency
component of lightning current causes a great inductance
effect and skin effect of the grounding electrode, leading to
a smaller resistance reduction efficiency of connected
grounding grids.

GROUND POTENTIAL RISE OF THE
GROUNDING CONDUCTOR OF THE
GROUNDING GRID CONNECTION
The current dispersion in the grounding grid determines the
potential distribution of the grounding conductor. In order to
analyze the grounding characteristics and GPR of the grounding
conductor of the three grounding grids shown in Figure 1, the
edge length of the grounding grid L0 is 10 m, and the quad-angle
extended grounding electrode L1 is 10 m. The connecting
grounding electrode L2 and the grounding grid spacing d are
80 m. Galvanized steel grounding grids are buried in the soil with
a resistivity of 500Ωm. The power frequency grounding current
of 40 kA is applied to wind turbine A. The grounding resistance
results are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, with the increasing grounding grid
area, the grounding resistance decreases. The grounding
resistance of the box grounding grid with the smallest
grounding current dispersion area is 24.76 Ω, which is
higher than the standard value of 15 Ω. The grounding
resistance of the box extension grounding grid and the
grounding grid connection is less than the standard value,
and the minimum grounding resistance of the grounding grid
connection is only 8.03 Ω. Due to more current flowing into
the soil, the GPR of the grounding conductor decreases with
the increasing grounding grid area. The maximum GPR of the
box grounding grid is 995 kV. By adding an auxiliary extended
grounding electrode, the maximum GPR value can be reduced
to 598 kV, with a decrease of 39.9%. Meanwhile, the induced
voltage of the wind turbine B grounding grid is 35.7 kV. The
grounding grid connection further increases the current
dispersion area so that the maximum GPR of the wind

turbine A grounding grid is 322 kV, and the maximum GPR
of the wind turbine B grounding grid is 302 kV. Therefore, the
GPR of the wind turbine B grounding grid does not exceed the
insulation level of the wind turbine at the same voltage level.

According to the abovementioned analysis, we can infer that
when the voltage level or insulation level of wind turbines is close,
the current dispersion from the lightning-struck wind turbine will
not cause the back flashover of the connected wind turbine. With
the increase of distance between adjacent wind turbines and the
decrease of soil resistivity, the influence will be further reduced.
Therefore, the grounding grid connection structure is conducive
to reducing the GPR of the grounding grid and the lightning
potential at the wind turbine top.

CONCLUSION

In this article, the grounding characteristics of the grounding grid
connection and the box extension grounding grid are compared.
The current dispersion effect of galvanized steel and the flexible
graphite composite grounding electrode is analyzed. The GPRs of
the grounding grid connection are studied. The conclusions are as
follows:

1) Under the power frequency current, the grounding resistance
of the grounding grid connection is smaller than that of the
box and box extension grounding grid. The grounding
resistance of the grounding grid decreases with the increase
of the extended grounding electrode length and the decrease
of soil resistivity. As the connecting grounding electrode
length L2 exceeds 80m, the resistance reduction of the
grounding grid gradually slows down; as the soil resistivity
exceeds 1000Ωm, the resistance reduction efficiency of the
grounding grid connection is nearly saturated and constant at
about 68%.

2) The higher the grounding current frequency, the more
obvious the advantage of the flexible graphite composite
grounding grid dispersing current to the far end.
Meanwhile, the high-frequency grounding current limits
the grounding reduction efficiency of the grounding grid
connection.

3) The grounding grid connection increases the current
dispersion area, making the GPR of the grounding
conductor lower than that of the box extension grounding
grid. When the voltage level or insulation level of wind
turbines is close, the current dispersion of the lightning-
struck wind turbine will not cause the back flashover of
connected wind turbines.

TABLE 1 | Grounding resistance of three grounding grids.

Grounding grid Power frequency ground
resistance R/Ω

Standard value R/Ω

Box grounding grid 24.76 15
Box extension grounding grid 14.92 15
Grounding grid connection 8.03 15
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